
UNCOMPROMISING

Every builder has a niche; an area in which 
they excel, something they do better than 
anyone else. Some are great at delivering a lot 
of space for a lower price, some are fast, while 
others specialize in multi-million dollar homes.

We meticulously focus on the things that 
matter most to you and your family: Comfort, 
Health, E�ciency, and Durability. Yes, it takes 
more e�ort; but ask any of our clients and you 
will �nd the results are unlike anything they 
have experienced.  Our TBL2 building process 
takes the guesswork out of Green Building, 
ensures your needs are front and center, and 
delivers exceptional results.

COMFORT

QUIET
Whether by a busy highway or in the middle of 
an 80 acre �eld, everyone appreciates the 
peace and privacy our homes are known for.
Wood homes shake and creak in the wind, 
o�ering little more than basic shelter; but a
concrete home silently protects its occupants.

CONSISTENT
Imagine even temperatures room to room, 
never feeling a chill near large windows, and 
not having to change the thermostat based 
on the weather. When you build with us, we 
deliver consistent comfort throughout the 
home, all the time. When your home 
maintains proper humidity; itchy skin, static 
electricity, and even many airborne allergies 
are things of the past.

DURABILITY

At each step of our building process, we 
consider the longevity, durability, and quality 
of the materials we use. The most 
environmentally friendly home is one that 
doesn’t need major repairs every 20 years.

EFFICIENCY

When we reimagine a house from the ground 
up as a place that improves your comfort and 
health for generations, the natural result is 
incredible e�ciency. Responsible building 
delivers ultra-low energy bills you can take to 
the bank!

HEALTH

SAFE
Our homes feature safety and security that far 
exceed nearly ALL other methods of 
construction. Wild�res, high winds, brownouts 
and blackouts, �oods, gas leaks, carbon 
monoxide, and the list goes on. A home built 
by R-Value gives you greater protection from 
all these and more.

AIR QUALITY
Would you believe that many homes rely on 
the weather for fresh air?! On a breezy day, air 
exchange contributes to discomfort and high 
energy bills; but when all is calm, stale air is 
the result. Our homes deliver a measured 
supply of what you need; removing stale air, 
toxins, and airborne allergens while providing 
fresh, healthy air that you will LOVE!
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